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Generating kernel density estimates from parameter distributions
Using the mean and standard deviation of all measurements in a data set (rA, rG, rC, 1 , 2 , 3 ,… rU, and rN + NMIA), the parameters can be summarized as kernel density estimation curves, with probability density, , found from the following expression:
Here, is the number of data points, is the bandwidth parameter calculated from the common ℎ estimation in terms of and standard deviation as , and is the Gaussian kernel ℎ ≈ 1.06
defined as .
Base-calling algorithms used in RNA sequence identification and structural label mapping important metric for assessing base calling. The confidence in calling a particular base can be calculated using the probability values from the base calling algorithm in the form .
Here, is the confidence for calling base , is the probability value associated with the called base, and is the second largest probability (for the second most probable base). This confidence value is also indicative of the signal-to-noise level.
The algorithm employed for the initial RNA sequence identification analysis and for all of the structural label mapping results was a typical naïve Bayes classifier. This algorithm was applicable since a single set of parameters was used for classification. Specifically, the algorithm uses four different subsets of parameters, which were put together around a pair of two "fundamental" parameters that demonstrated maximum recall. Additional parameters are stacked alongside the fundamental parameters to provide small perturbations that can increase or decrease recall for individual ribonucleotides. These additional parameters are chosen from base calling tests in which parameters are successively added to the fundamental pair to search for specific combinations where recall is enhanced, in analogy to the 'parameter tuning' described previously. 1 When implemented, this process leads to four separate base calls (one call for each of the four parameter sets run through a standard naïve Bayes classifier). The four calls are resolved into a single call with weight coefficients that have been optimized (through numerical convergence) to provide a weight for each ribonucleotide called by each parameter set. In the end, the resolved base calls are at a higher accuracy than any one of the single parameter sets alone. A schematic and description of the modified naïve Bayes algorithm, along with the specific parameter subsets and weight coefficients for results both with and without conductance screening, is provided in Figure S5 . Detailed output from the algorithm at 35X coverage (including probability values, confidence of base calling, and accuracy) for no conductance screening, lowconductance screening, and high-conductance screening are shown in Figures S6, S7 , and S8, respectively. These plots show all 800 base calls from which a representative section of 50 base calls was selected and shown in Figure 4 . Probability values (obtained from the base calling algorithm), confidence of base calling, and accuracy (X indicates incorrect calls) for the complete set of 800 base calls at 35X coverage (a small set of 50 base calls was shown in Figure 4c , main text).
Figure S9-Kernel density estimates of all 12 parameters for rA ± NMIA. Data was collected on both unmodified and NMIA-modified poly-(rA) 7 RNA at low surface-coverage on MPA. Each curve represents the kernel density estimate for ~500 STS measurements.
Figure S10-Kernel density estimates of all 12 parameters for rG ± NMIA. Data was collected on both unmodified and NMIA-modified poly-(rG) 7 RNA at low surface-coverage on MPA. Each curve represents the kernel density estimate for ~500 STS measurements.
Figure S11-Kernel density estimates of all 12 parameters for rC ± NMIA. Data was collected on both unmodified and NMIA-modified poly-(rC) 7 RNA at low surface-coverage on MPA. Each curve represents the kernel density estimate for ~500 STS measurements.
Figure S12-Kernel density estimates of all 12 parameters for rU ± NMIA. Data was collected on both unmodified and NMIA-modified poly-(rU) 7 RNA at low surface-coverage on MPA. Each curve represents the kernel density estimate for ~500 STS measurements.
